
Eyes on the Lake Program  
Lake: Grayson Lake  

Corps POC: Wayne Rigor  

Partnership Type: Volunteer  

Story:  
The premise behind this Volunteer effort was:  
a. Our FTE's at field project kept getting cut (fewer Rangers and for those we have less 
time to devote to water safety boat patrols)  
b. We kept getting people calling or coming in office on a Monday complaining about 
boater(s) who were operating their boats in dangerous manner the past weekend. 
Obviously we cannot do much on Monday about this situation (since most complaints 
also did not include any type of boat registration or descriptions that we could trace).  
c. We needed more people actually on the lake looking for serious life threatening type 
violations, so the "Eyes on the Lake" Volunteer program was created.  

Eyes on the Lake Program consists of volunteers who are willing to report in real time to 
a Corps Ranger (or other law officials) boating violations at the time they are occurring. 
The Steps were:  
1. Sent an abbreviated electronic "feeler" for volunteers to all District Employees (our 
District office is only 35 miles away so had potential pool of 400 there, some of whom 
boated at our lake)  
2. Scheduled an Orientation Session and Training our with interested parties  
3. Discussed the details of Volunteer program as outlined in attachment with potential 
volunteers  
4. If they were still interested, we issued extra hand held Corps radios (hand receipted) to 
each Volunteer and then proceeded to train them on use of radios, violation observations, 
etc. as outlined in attachment. NOTE: In our mountains, cell phones are virtually 
worthless on our lake, but in areas of cell phone coverage, cell phones could be 
substituted for Corps Radios.  
5. When serious violations occur, Volunteers are generally able to reach a Ranger and 
report exact location, description of vessel, occupants etc. (and Rangers respond). Our 
lake is 20 miles long so it's like pin-pointing radiation treatment at a very specific cancer 
cell spot -- VERY efficient use of Ranger patrol time.  
6. The program has been very successful and was credited with actually saving a life with 
timely call.  

NOTE: We received adequate number of Corps employee volunteers so we did not need 
to go out to Community. Obviously, the Volunteers need to be screened VERY 
CAREFULLY to keep from getting "Cowboys" or numerous minor violation nuisance 
calls (not to mention they have a Corps Radio in their possession). The average number 
of volunteer hours counted in good years was 400-500 hrs per summer, and the value to 
the project has ranged from $6,000 to $8,000 a year.  
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